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The 1980s from Ronald Reagan to MTV: Decades of the 20th Century series uses short articles and numerous photos to introduce young readers to the people and events that made news and . Buy The 1980s: From Ronald Reagan to MTV (Decades of the . Summary: Traces the events, trends, and important people of the 1980s, including science, technology, environmental disasters, politics, fashion, the arts, sports, from Ronald Reagan to MTV (Decades of the 20th Century). The 10 defining moments of the 1980s Guide - SBS How Ronald Reagan Invented the 1980s Gil Troy. Reflecting the medias growing comprehensiveness and cockiness, MTV marketing was innovative and Land of Confusion from Turn It on Again: The Hits by Genesis. Buy The 1980s from Ronald Reagan to MTV (Decades of the 20th Century in Color) Revised by Stephen Feinstein (ISBN: 9780766026384) from Amazon
